
IGCSE ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PAST PAPERS WRITING

Cambridge IGCSE English as a Second Language is designed for learners who Teachers registered with Cambridge
International can download past papers.

Part 6 â€” Respond to one or two short texts, approximately words in total,and produce a summary for a given
purpose and reader. Part 2 â€” Following a discussion or argument; identifying attitude and opinions of
speakers; following instructions. For over 25 years, they have worked with schools and teachers worldwide to
develop these IGCSE English Second Language past year papers that are suitable for different countries,
different types of schools and for learners with a wide range of abilities. Preparing For The Future When a
student leaves the Upper Department at the end of Year 11 they could not be better prepared for the next stage
of their education, whether in the Sixth Form Department or elsewhere. Disclaimer Note: This site may
contain copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the copyright
owner. The speaking test is optional and is awarded separately. We cannot emphasise enough the benefits for
Upper Department students taking full advantage of the many extracurricular activities available at school.
English as a Second Language is a respected qualification that is valued by universities and colleges. Part 3
â€” Listening to a complex argument or discussion; understanding the overall message; identifying attitudes
and opinion. English 2nd language can be tough because they have speaking and listening test as part of their
assessment. We are making such material available without profit for the convenience of our students for
educational purposes. Depending on your level of proficiency. If you wish to use copyrighted material from
this site for purposes of your own that go beyond fair use, please obtain permission from the copyright owner.
The course gives you the opportunity to improve your ability to communicate formally and informally in a
range of contexts and to understand a challenging range of texts, styles and registers. Extra Curricular
Programmes The extracurricular programmes in UD are linked to and support the curriculum. Reading widely
and listening to English media regularly really helps. Part 3 â€” Read for both gist and detail, follow a line of
argument or discussion Part 4 â€” Short piece of writing in response to a given situation. Reading, writing and
listening skills are tested through two examination papers. You need to be willing to work hard on improving
your English. With such a diverse population of students we have the perfect opportunity, through PSHE, to
study these important issues from a variety of perspectives, both personal and as an advocate for others. The
writing can take the form of a letter, fax or email and students may have to both provide information and ask
for required information. All students should leave the Upper Department with the sense both of having been
part of a very close community and able to consider themselves as global citizens. You will study the three
examined skills of reading, writing and listening in a structured and engaging way, looking at different topic
areas and developing your knowledge, of vocabulary and grammar. PSHE is the focus for regular department
assemblies, with students preparing material through drama, presentations and movies. Part 2 â€” Read for
both gist and detail. Part 5 â€” Factual piece of writing based on own knowledge and interests. A variety of
voices and accents will be heard in recordings to reflect the various contexts presented. On offer are Debating,
the International Award for Young People, Model United Nations, competitive sports and creative arts
programmes â€” to name but a few. Upper Department students are aware of the increasing expectation placed
upon them to develop a global awareness of issues that affect us all and greater empathy for those living in
other countries. Any commitment to activities, events and leadership roles will strengthen and support
university applications. You will have intense preparation for both the reading and writing paper and the
listening paper with the option to also have a separate speaking endorsement if desired. You might also like.
Leadership We would also encourage students to apply for the leadership positions available and to take active
roles in events and initiatives run in the school. The writing can take the form of a report or article. Our
programmes balance a thorough knowledge and understanding of a subject and help to develop the skills
learners need for their next steps in education or employment.


